Questions and Answers: Mechanics of Reporting to
HUD’s Single Family Default Monitoring System
(REV. MAY 2012)

This document intends to focus on questions and answers regarding the mechanics of reporting to SFDMS. Please also
refer to http://www.hud.gov/offices/hsg/sfh/nsc/faqsfdms.cfm which intends to focus on general default reporting policy
questions and answers.
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I. Definitions / Acronyms
1.
2.
3.
4.

A43C – HUD’s Single Family Claims System. HUD system of record for processing claims.
EDI – Electronic Data Interchange - a method of reporting defaults electronically to HUD
SFDMS/F42D – HUD’s Single Family Default Monitoring System. HUD system of record for reporting
Title II FHA loan defaults and the closure of the default episode(s).
SFIS/A43 – HUD’s Single Family Insurance in Force System. HUD system of record that tracks the insurance
status of FHA loans, and the identity of the holder, originator, servicer and borrower. Mortgage record changes
(such as identity of servicer or borrower, and insurance terminations) are processed in A43.

II. New Reporting Requirements Implementation
1. When did HUD implement its new 30-day and 60-day delinquency reporting requirements?
Per ML 06-15, these requirements were implemented beginning with the October, 2006 reporting cycle effective
November 1, 2006.
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2. Did EDI Trading Partners and/or Service Bureaus modify their translation software so that we can submit
Transaction Set (TS) 264 data properly and timely under HUD's new default reporting rules?
HUD worked with EDI Trading Partners and Service Bureaus to effect the necessary programming changes for
reporting defaults to HUD using TSN 264. If you have questions about EDI, please contact your service bureau
first. Otherwise, please contact the HUD EDI Help Desk at 1-800-HUD-4EDI (1-800-483-4334) or send an e-mail
to EDI.Help.Desk@hud.gov.

III. General
1. First time vacancy date - What causes this date to recycle? Is it based upon a new delinquency cycle only? If
we determine the property is vacant early in the delinquency but then find it to be occupied for a few months, we
will report the first time vacancy date and then a number of occupied codes. If the property then becomes vacant
again, do I report the new vacancy date or is the old date still valid since it is under the same delinquency
cycle?
We generally assume that if a mortgage is delinquent and the property is vacant, then the mortgage will be
foreclosed, not that the delinquency will cure. If the delinquency cures, you report to SFDMS as such and your
reporting on this case is concluded, unless the mortgage again becomes delinquent. If you report a property as
vacant, but then as occupied, the vacancy date should drop off, because an occupied property does not have a
vacancy date. If this same property then again becomes vacant, you would report the new vacancy date.

2. Why are R2 errors generated when reporting status code 13 on current loans?
The purpose for reporting to SFDMS is to report the status of loans that are in default, or to close out that default
episode, therefore, the system will not accept a status code 13 unless the 13 is closing out a default episode. The
key is to remember that SFDMS is a default reporting system!

IV. Default Episodes
1.

When an FHA loan has been claim terminated in SFIS, what can be done to close out the remaining open
default episode in SFDMS?
For FHA loans that are not yet archived in HUD’s SFIS but have been terminated with a claim, SFDMS
now allows open default episodes to be closed out with the following claim termination status codes:
17 Preforeclosure Sale Completed
46 Property Conveyed to Insurer
47 Deed-in-Lieu Completed & Property Conveyed
48 Claims without Conveyance of Title
49 Assignment Completed

Lenders may also enter status code 25 to cancel the previous mortgage status codes. However, if lenders attempt
to enter a mortgage status code other than a claim terminated status code via EDI, they will receive an R6 error for
the case; if reporting via FHA Connection, they will receive a pop-up error message:
“YOU CAN ONLY UPDATE THIS CASE WITH A CLAIM CODE: 17, 46, 47, 48, 49 or 25 TO
CANCEL CURRENT STATUS”
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2.

If an incorrect claim termination code is reported to SFDMS, what can be done to report the correct claim
termination code for FHA loans that are terminated in SFIS?
For cases not yet archived in HUD’s SFIS that were closed out in SFDMS with an incorrect claim
termination code (17, 46, 47, 48 or 49), SFDMS will now allow those cases to be corrected.
Report status code 25 to cancel the previous incorrect code. Then enter the correct claim termination mortgages
status code (17, 46, 47, 48, 49). Any codes other than those previously listed will result in an R6 fatal error from
EDI, or a pop-up error message from FHAC.

3.

If a terminated FHA loan was reported to SFDMS with the wrong termination code (13, 29, 30, 73) or the
insurance was terminated in SFIS and the default episode is still open in SFDMS, how can we closeout this
default episode in SFDMS?
For FHA loans that are terminated but not yet archived in HUD’s SFIS, SFDMS will now allow incorrect
termination codes to be corrected or open default episodes to be closed out with the following termination codes:
13 Paid in Full
29 Charge-Off
30 Third Party Sale
73 Property Redeemed 25
Cancel
If lenders attempt to enter a mortgage status code other than terminated or cancel status codes, via EDI,
they will receive an R6 error from EDI, or a pop-up error message from FHAC stating “YOU CAN ONLY
UPDATE THIS CASE WITH A TERMINATION CODE: 13, 29, 30, 73 or 25 TO CANCEL CURRENT
STATUS”

V. Default Status Codes - Bankruptcy
1. Does Default Status Code (DDS) 76 represent all forms of a BK end (discharge, dismissal, relief)?
Yes, DDS Code 76 means that BK is no longer a bar to foreclosure.
2.

If a BK reinstates or pays off, do I report the reinstatement/payoff or do I report a 76?
From a default monitoring standpoint, the reinstatement/payoff is more important than a DDS 76, so please report
the reinstatement/payoff, as appropriate.

3.

Are BK reinstatements reported as a DDS 20 or a 98?
DDS Code 98 is used only on reinstatements resulting from a paid loss mitigation claim, so you should report
the cure using DDS code 20.

4.

If a BK chapter 7 converts to a BK chapter 13, can I report the 13 with the new filing date or do I have to
report a DDS 76 between the two - in other words, does the reporting of a new BK chapter and filing date negate
the previously reported BK info?
In this example, reporting DDS Code 76 is unnecessary. Please report the conversion from Ch 7 to Ch 13 by
reporting the DDS Code 67 (Ch 13 BK).
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5. Must I report a DDS 69 if it occurs in the same month as a DDS 76?
If the 69 (BK Plan Confirmed) occurs in the same month as the 76 (BK Court Clearance obtained),
reporting the 69 would be optional. Please ensure that the 76 is the last BK code reported.
6.

Do I need to report the BK if the filing date and 76 occur in the same month?
Yes

7. I report a chapter 13 in May (DDS 67) and then a BK plan confirmed in June (DDS 69), should I go back to
reporting the 67 code in July? Do you need to see any updates each month? If I do not report it every month
going forward, it will reduce my transmission size. However, if I do not, it will not allow your system to see the
OUI moving if the loan is a performing one. It will also not show up on FHA connect if we do not report for 12
consecutive months.
From the time a mortgage is reported delinquent, and until the default episode is closed, either because the loan is
brought current or closes due to payoff (or foreclosure, etc), HUD needs to receive an update at least once each
month. Even if the DDS Code does not change from month to month, either the oldest unpaid installment date or
the number of months delinquent will change, and HUD needs to know this information.
In your scenario, after reporting a BK Plan Confirmed (69), you would continue to report the 69 each month,
unless and until that actual status changes. Also, it is EXTREMELY important that each submission contain the
ACTUAL Oldest unpaid installment date, so that HUD is able to accurately calculate the number of months a
mortgage is delinquent.
8.

We report BK Court Clearance (DDS 76) with an action date of 10/05/06. We had previously reported a Code
68 with an action date of 11/30/04. Do we want to continue reporting the code 76, until another action occurs or
do we want to revert back to the Code 68 with action date 11/30/04?

Since you are reporting a code 76, that BK is no longer a bar to FC, HUD would expect to see action on the case
progress. To continue to report the code 76 month after month indicates no progression on the loan!!!! If the
Bankruptcy has not legally vacated the FC action, then the 68 (or a subsequent FC code) should follow the 76.

9.

If a loan is delinquent, we report the delinquency. Then the following month it goes into bankruptcy, so now
we report a delinquent bankruptcy. If say in 2 months the loan is still in bankruptcy, but payments are made
which brings the loan current do we need to continue to report the bankruptcy status until the bankruptcy is
dismissed?

If the default episode is already open (the loan has already been reported as delinquent), and then the delinquent
borrower files bankruptcy, report the appropriate delinquent bankruptcy status code. If the default episode for a
loan in bankruptcy status has ended (because the loan is brought current, or paid off, etc) report the appropriate
default episode ending code!
The bottom line is that HUD’s SFDMS is intended to track the start and end of default episodes. If a bankruptcy
exists concurrently with a delinquency, HUD needs to know this, but monitoring bankruptcies outside of a
default episode is outside the scope of SFDMS reporting requirements.
10. The borrower became delinquent in March, 2002, made sporadic payments and then filed Chapter 13 BK
one year later, in April, 2003. The borrower then quit making payments so the stay was lifted and the trustee
dismissed the case in August, 2003. The borrower then filed for Chapter 13 again in February, 2004, Plan was
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confirmed June, 2004, and it is currently in force. What is the correct Default Status Date?
You should report the Default Status Date as the date the default status became effective. Each month, if
circumstances are such that you again report the same default status code, the status date does not change (If you
report an account as 30 days delinquent on 01-02-07, with a status date of 12-31-06, and you report that case as a
code 42 again in February (for the January cycle), because no other default status code is applicable, then the
status date remains 12-31-06). In other words, the status date does not change until a different default status
code is reported. Please see ML 06-15 (page 2) for an example.

VI. Default Status Codes – Foreclosure and/or Assignment/MARI
1. MARI program: Once I report the acceptance code (DDS 3B), should that be the only code reported until the
transfer (DDS 49)?
This is acceptable if this is the only action on the mortgage.
2. If there is an active workout, should that be reported prior to the 3B or after the 3B is initially reported?
The active workout should be reported in the order of the event (if it occurred before 3B, report it before
3B ...... )
If the borrower hits 1st Legal prior to the 3B, we report the 68 and then the 3B the following month.
Is this correct?
Yes.
3. From my understanding of the process, we file the MARI claim 30 - 45 days prior to the transfer and ultimate
close out on our system (49 reported). We are seeing a lot of 824 errors coming back on our 49 codes (R3
rejects). Is this a timing issue? How long after we file the claim does the account close out on the SFDMS
database?

Filing an insurance termination claim (Conveyance, Assignment, PFS) terminates the FHA insurance – reporting a
closeout code in SFDMS does not. The only way to close the default episode in SFDMS is for you to report the
close out code to SFDMS. Prior to August, 2008, you needed to report the DDS code 49 at the time you filed the
claim, because if the claim hit A43C first (the claim would terminate the mortgage insurance), you would see an R3
error in SFDMS. In August, 2008, SFDMS was modified to accept closeout codes that are in sync with the FHA
loan’s insurance status. answer updated 9/2008

4. When thinking through the FCL sale (1A), eviction (1G), and deed recorded (77): If more than one of these occur
in the same month, do I need to report them all?
Yes, report all events.
5.

If the FCL sale and eviction occur in the same month, I would report the sale. However, I would probably want
to report the claim filed (46) the following month (if it happens in time) versus reporting the eviction code.
No, please report all events, especially the eviction.
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VII. Default Status Codes - Other

1. Code 19 (partial reinstatement) will no longer applicable since a mortgagor will be fully reinstating if the loan is
paid to less than 30 days. Servicers should report a 20 and 19 becomes obsolete at this point?
Under new reporting rules, code 19 will be obsolete. HUD will be calculating the number of months delinquent
based on the transaction date (date of report submission) and the oldest unpaid installment as reported in the
record. This number of months delinquent will be stored in the same record, so HUD can run reports based on
delinquent months (without regard to the default status code) - this is also how we can use a 42 for 30-60-90 or
90+ accounts.
2. Can you clarify what the new status code AO – Ineligible for Loss Mitigation - means?
DDS Code AO is defined as “Mortgagee has either completed loss mitigation evaluation (24 CFR 203.605) and
found mortgagor(s) ineligible, or cannot evaluate mortgagor(s) financial situation because, in spite of mortgagee’s
good-faith efforts, Mortgagor(s) failed to provide adequate (or any) financial information.”
3. Previously loans were reported as Status Code 42 for 90-day delinquent loans. Are all loans that are delinquent
(whether 30, 60 or 90 days) supposed to use status code 42 for SFDMS reporting or are there separate codes for
each?
There will not be a separate code to identify 30 vs. 60 vs. 90-day accounts. HUD will calculate the months
delinquent based on the timing of the submission, and the Oldest Unpaid Installment (OUI) reported for an
individual case. The code 42 must be used to open a delinquency episode (i.e., when an account is first reported as
30 days delinquent). One would continue to report the code 42 monthly, unless an actual action (such as payment
plan) is taking place. In that case, the actual action would be reported in lieu of the 42.
Before the Final Rule changed HUD's regulations, the regulation stated that lenders were to report the status of all
account that are or were 90 days delinquent, until the default is resolved by cure, foreclosure, or other means. The
intent of the revised regulation is simply to replace '90' with '30'. Therefore, in the future, when you report an
account as 30 days delinquent, the next month, you will report the account as cured (if that occurs), or delinquent
(if the loan is not brought current) - of course, as stated above, this would be done through the use of code 42,
unless a different actual action is now in place].
4. HUD is requiring that lenders report a status code 22 when loans have been service released or acquired. Is this
requirement only for loans that are 30 days or more delinquent? I wanted to clarify whether or not HUD wanted
all FHA loans service released or acquired to be reported with a status code 22 even if they were not delinquent.
We only look for the status code 22 on open default episodes - those where further default reporting is required, or
as the opening code for the new servicer who acquired a loan that was already delinquent. When a selling or
transferring servicer has a mortgage with an open default episode, the status code 22 tells HUD you will no longer
be reporting on the status of this delinquent account because you no longer service this account. In the same vein,
the acquiring servicer begins reporting on this same account with a status code 22, because it tells HUD you are
now the servicer responsible for reporting the delinquency status on this mortgage. Of course, any and all
reporting to the SFDMS is totally unrelated to the requirement that servicers report all loan transfers to HUD using
the electronic version of form HUD-92080!
5. When a loan is past its maturity date, we stop reporting it. Is there a specific code we should be reporting on a
loan in this circumstance?
Report the actual status of the loan: If it is contractually current, report it current. If it is still delinquent, report
it as such, and continue to report it as long as it remains delinquent. If it pays off, report it paid off; if you
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charge it off, report it as such. In any event, if the loan closes, HUD expects to see the default reported as
closed! If the loan needs to be reinstated due to termination for maturity, email system.management@hud.gov.
Once it is reinstated, report the correct default status codes.
6. The new AO code must be reported prior to a First Legal Action. Does it cause an issue if the borrower
contacts us between the reporting of the AO and the 68 and we set up a workout plan for them? I would report
a Loss Mit code after reporting the AO code.
It is important that servicers report accurately, timely, and in sequence the events that occur on a mortgage. Since
the sequence of events you have presented can happen (AO then 68 then a loss mitigation action), then this
reporting is acceptable.

7. If the borrower fails to follow through on their commitment, should a new AO code be sent prior to the 68?
This would be optional. When you execute a workout agreement with someone, then they are eligible (meaning
not AO). If they fail to follow through on their commitment, you have 90 days to reevaluate or proceed with
foreclosure.
8. If we are reporting DDS code AO dated after the DDS Code 68 and nothing else has happened since the AO,
do we continue to report the AO code until something else happens or have it revert back to the Code 68?
Ideally, HUD expects to see the AO code (if applicable) before a code 68. However, if AO is reported after the
Code 68, then the next report should be the 68, because that is the loan’s actual status - that it is legally in
foreclosure.
9. What is the correct default status date for accounts reported as 60 or 90 days delinquent for the first
submission under HUD’s new reporting requirements – the October cycle? For example, we need to report
a loan with DDS code 42, Due Date 8/1/06. Since we were not required to report this loan at 30 days, but now it is
90 days, what dates do we use?
Since the loan has not yet been reported with a status code 42, you would input the status code 42 with a default
status date of 08/31/06 (the default status date you would have used if HUD’s 30-day reporting requirements
were in place at that time) and an OUI of 08/01/06.

VIII. EDI, TS264/TS824
1.

Where can I locate TS 824 to view all the data element modifications?
The document about TS 824/264 can be found on the EDI webpages. The main page is
http://www.hud.gov/offices/hsg/comp/edi/edi.cfm That page has links to the latest version of the implementation
guides, and the email link to the EDI Help Desk.
The latest version has information about the structural changes based on new reporting requirements. Please
be advised that YOU MUST NOT SUBMIT any TS264 transmissions under this revised format before
November 1, 2006!

2.

I am researching the occupancy code on the EDI Mapping document and cannot locate the REC field
definitions. According to HUD guidelines, does an occupancy status of 1 indicate vacancy? I just wanted to
double check with you since this is an optional element. Our EDI mapping document indicates 01 – vacant, 03 –
borrower occupied, 04 – tenant occupied, 05 – Adverse occupied, 06 – unknown.
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You are correct; this information is mapped to the REC01 element. The Occupancy status is as follows:
1 Occupied by the borrower (send 03).
2 Occupied by a renter (send 04).
3 Known to be vacant (send 01).
4 Adverse occupant (send 05).
5 Unable to determine occupancy status (send 06).
3.

Where in the EDI layout do we add the occupancy date for properties that are vacant?
We will map the occupancy date to the DTP03 element, when the DTP01 is equal to 781 (meaning occupancy
status date). The DTP02 (Date Time Period Format Qualifier) will be D8, which indicates an eight-digit date.

4.

One of the changes HUD is requesting is that the status codes that represent each bankruptcy chapter filed be
reported instead of the one position value that is currently reporting in Block 18. Since the bankruptcy status
codes are two positions, do they want us to increase Block 18 from 1 to 2 positions, or do they want the
bankruptcy status code fed to Block 16a? Can you verify this with HUD?
In the redesigned system, bankruptcy statuses will only be reported using default status codes. We have created
6 new default status codes for various bankruptcy statuses. There will be no need for a separate field for
bankruptcies, as we use today.
The status codes you are referring to should be mapped to the Loan Status Code element or SOM01
(Element 1307), which does provide for a two-byte field.
Status Code Delinquency Status Code Description (SOM01)
65 Chapter 7 Bankruptcy 66 Chapter 11 Bankruptcy 67 Chapter 13 Bankruptcy 69 Bankruptcy Plan
Confirmed 76 Bankruptcy Court Clearance Obtained

5.

Who should a servicer talk to in the HUD EDI group regarding changes to the TS 264/824?
Please kindly contact the EDI Help Desk at 800-HUD-4EDI (800-483-4334) or you can send an e-mail to
EDI.Help.Desk@hud.gov .

IX. Testing
1. We have a client that wants to test the disaster code reporting in a couple of weeks in their test region prior to
our production date. This includes sending a test EDI file to HUD to ensure the data is transmitting properly. Do
we send HUD test files, etc?
Please let EDI know when you are ready for the SFDMS testing of the disaster code reporting. For test purposes and to
keep it separate from production, the TS 264 should be sent to the HUD EDI Gateway using the ISA Qualifier and ID of:
ISA07 ZZ ISA08 HUDEDITEST
The test data should be placed in the editest/tohud directory on the HUD Frame Relay Server. Rodney Chambers, Henry
Gilbert are Keith DeSousa are familiar with this process. If you have any questions, call Walter Hope, EDI, at (301)
429-4578.
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